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AEA Core Concept #11
Pesticides often do more harm than good.

The negative impact pesticides have on soil microbiology and fungal activity make plants more 
susceptible to disease and insect pests while also necessitating ever-greater pesticide use in 
the future. 

The French agronomist Francis Chaboussou developed the concept of protein synthesis versus 
proteolysis, each of which are modes of plant growth. If a plant is in the protein synthesis mode, 
it has adequate minerals, air, water, etc.; everything needed to form complete proteins. An 
unhealthy plant, lacking those same essential elements, experiences ‘protein breakdown’, or 
proteolysis.
Simply put, pesticide use rapidly switches plants from protein synthesis mode to proteolysis 
mode, increasing that crop’s susceptibility to disease and insects. If we want healthy, disease 
and pest-resistant crops, we should only use pesticides as a last resort, when there is a crop 
issue that is economically-perilous. 

We have adopted a warfare model of agriculture that runs against the core values that attracted 
so many of us to farming in the first place. I often ask farmers why they decided to farm, and I 
assure you none of them has ever told me it was because they wanted to wage perpetual battle 
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against nature, a search and destroy mentality that identifies pests and pathogens and then 
comes up with ways of killing them. And the very effectiveness of this warfare mentality is 
suspect. Pesticide use in the U.S. increased 8 times from 1948-2010. But crop loss to insects 
over that same period jumped from 7.5% to 13%. U.S. farmers lost nearly twice as much food 
during this era of increased pesticide use. 

This antagonistic agricultural model that we have adopted is counterproductive. We can 
produce disease and insect-resistant crops using nutrition, not pesticides, and abandon the 
catastrophic warfare approach in favor of one that works with nature and natural systems. 
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